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1. Form long lasting partnerships with Fibre leads supplier

The telecoms industry is an ever changing landscape that requires innovation and 
constant adaption to keep up, especially in South Africa which has seen dramatic 
growth in the ICT industry. Advancement in technology and ICT development 
means that telecoms companies need to focus on certain aspects of their 
business in the year 2018. With this in mind it can be di�cult to navigate what a 
company should focus on. The threat of redundancy in the market-place as new 
players enter, means that large and medium sized telecoms companies need to 
look forward in how they operate.

Here are areas every telecoms company should be focusing in 2018.

When building a network a Telcos should look to partner with a fibre lead supplier 
that is reliable, credible, up to date in the industry, has the right resources, 
accredited and experienced. Adopting fiber leads, getting a good fiber leads 
supplier, and utilizing the o�erings that enable your business to provide 
connectivity services that will help secure your place in laying the foundation for 
the new ICT and telecoms landscape being sculpted, but not adopting fibre leads 
o�erings will, unfortunately, leave any telecoms company well behind. That’s where 
Designer Cables comes into play. 



2. Keep it Local
In 2018, looking to local suppliers and partners will be key in growing your own 
telecoms company. Looking to local companies is always a good idea because it 
helps a local business and reflects well on your company as a whole. It’s also good 
to have a local player in the market whom has their ear to ground and can help in 
predicting local trends.

3. Security
Digitization has transformed our world. How we live, work, play, and learn have all 
changed. Every organization that wants to deliver the services that customers and 
employees demand must protect its network. Network security also helps you 
protect proprietary information from attack. Ultimately it protects your reputation.

Sharing has been commonplace for African telcos so looking to create 
partnerships with other telcos is a business model that is increasingly more 
prevalent in recent times.Telcos should also make reaching rural areas a necessity 
for  expansion. This is no small feat as costs rapidly spiral up – for instance energy 
or site maintenance – whilst income levels reduce.

4. Exploring new business 
models(Flexibility)
Telecoms companies should look into 
exploring new business models that can 
help expand business. Increased focus on 
cost control, re-assessment of core areas of 
service value add and cost di�erentiation 
vs. non core. Typical areas where operators 
have focused their e�orts have been in 
setting up ABC controls, outsourcing 
managed networks, site maintenance and 
security, and back o�ce functions in SSCs1.



5. Extending into new industries
Telcos should be looking into extending into new industries like home networking 
which is turning into a major battlefield for the telecom industry. The “bi-direction 
and high bandwidth” features of the telecom network have an advantage in 
network convergence, and provide unprecedented strategic opportunities for 
operators to surpass telecom, and enter into new industries. 

Communication Service Providers are being directed to transform themselves into 
platforms with opportunities that harness the five digital forces— Mobility & 
Pervasive Computing, Big Data and Analytics, Social Media, Cloud Computing, 
Artificial Intelligence and Robotics to realign their business processes, products, 
and services. Shrinking product life-cycles, customer engagement and high churn 
rates are some of the challenges CSPs face but digital migration helps mitigate 
some of those challenges. 

7. Data Trading
Until recently, opportunities for telecommunication trade has been limited to 
mostly equipment. Telecommunication service trade includes transactions that 
cross national borders, such as telephone calls or electronic mail sent from one 
country to another. It also covers foreign investment, such as the purchase of 
telephone companies by foreign investors or joint ventures between local and 
foreign partners to establish new telecommunication companies. 

But what exactly is being bought and sold? One way of answering the question is 
to look at the ways by which services can be traded: cross-border supply, 
commercial presence, consumption abroad and movement of sta�. In the digital 
age, data trading is not limited to only equipment but everything else that goes into 
the telecommunication industry.

6. Operational Efficiency (service)

The capability of an enterprise to deliver 
products or services to its customers in the 
most cost-e�ective manner possible while still 
ensuring the high quality of its products, 
service and support is the most important 
thing for a telecoms company to do. The more 
output you can get from your input, the better 
it is for your business. 



8. M&A
Mergers and acquisitions, infrastructure sharing, and market liberalisation will 
"reshape" telecommunications across Africa. African governments increasingly 
realise the correlation between prevalence of ICT and economic growth, there will 
be a push to liberalise markets, support new market entrants as well as mergers 
and acquisitions, and promote infrastructure sharing. Recent examples of this 
trend include the 2010 deal under which Vodafone Ghana acquired 70 percent of 
Ghana Telecom's shares with the government retaining the outstanding 30 
percent; the 2013 acquisition by Airtel Uganda of Warid Telecom, making Airtel 
Uganda the second largest operator after MTN Uganda; and the myriad of 
mergers and acquisitions waiting to take place in South Africa, such as Vodacom 
and Neotel, and Telkom and BCX. M&A helps with integration of telecoms 
operations with cross-border scale benefits integration and outsourcing key 
support functions across geographic footprints.

We hope this list was helpful and want the advancements being made in the 
South African ICT market to be matched by a global standard of 
telecommunication services provided by innovative companies. For a jumper 
cable and fiber leads manufacturer that can grow and grow with your company 
visit our website here.

M&A in the telecoms industry:
 It lowers competition in case foreign operators consolidate within the country. 
Brings in external skills and competencies and drive through e�ciencies not 
previously identified in the company. 
Further scale benefits from rationalisation of local contracts and infrastructure 
consolidation. 
Cut sta� costs through outsourcing non-core support functions, possibly to an 
existing provider/vendor. 
Benefit from lower utility/maintenance costs; access lower costs for expansion 
(rural), sustain lower prices. 
Mutualise investment, raise cash rapidly for debt repayment, lower debt levels in 
future. Consider outsourcing the management of data centre to local providers 
or global players such as IBM Distribution. 
Direct impact on cost sales & marketing opex from downstream consolidation 
and integration benefits.
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